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Trade
Trade versus self-sufficient production
Mankind has traded goods and services since the beginning of
social intercourse
Exporting part of the surplus output over and above social
basic requirements
Specialized trade: the obsidian ( a volcanic glass) trade across
the Mediterranean Sea. Egypt imported obsidian from the
Eastern Mediterranean.
Closer evidence: the export trade from Lipari.
An example of early weapon oriented trade.
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Trade as a marginal activity, yet important!
In spite of this early evidence, trade remained a small fraction
of overall human activity.
Until well into the age of the Renaissance, the vast majority of
the population lived off the output of their own plots of land.
'Own' does not imply 'property' but availability. A world of
aristocrats, landlords and peasants
Yet trade had an extraordinary role to play. Paradoxically,
trade even in ancient times was international, long-distance
and dealt with luxury goods.
The major trade routes known in antiquity: The Silk Road,
The Spice Route.
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Trade on the silk road
Silk, China ware (porcelain), Exotic plants
Rich textiles, weapons
The balance of trade
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The Spice Route
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The spice trade
The extraordinary voyage of the nutmeg, cinnamon, clove,
pepper, cardamom, frankincense, aloe vera.
The route and important geographical discoveries. Seamanship
and learning how to sail in the Indian Ocean.
Luxury goods rather than staples but its importance lies with
the development of trade links and commercial practices.
Most importantly the development from mere barter to
monetary exchange.
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Trade as a spur to early forms of industrial enterprise
Textiles and metal working in Italy, possibly the first factory
system in the western world, since the early XIII century.
Venice and its arsenal, the most advanced production plant in
the Middle Ages.
Industry spreads to Flanders, France and England
Venice and the Mediterranean as a large commercial clearing
house between East and West.
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Not a cathedral but.....
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The major halting points on the Silk Route 1: The imperial
capitals
Xi'an and Luoyang.
Hao and Xianyang, near present day Xi'an: the first imperial
dynasty: Qin (221-206 BC).
Chang-an one of the first ever great imperial capitals: the Han
dynasty later the Tang dynasty.
Luoyang and the Eastern Han dynasty. (Previously, it was the
main centre of the Zhou dynasty).
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The Gansu corridor
The narrow corridor between the Gobi desert and the Nan
Shan mountains.
Lanzhou to the Jade Gate.
Reaching the Jade Gate and the doorsteps of the Tarim basin.
The great Buddist compound of Dunhuang.
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Dunhuang: the Mogao Grottoes
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Cultural and commercial intercourse
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Not just trade...
Exchange of commodities
But also ideas, culture
Religion: Buddhisim and Nestorian Christianity.
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The great, desolate desert
At Dunhuang the road splits in two: North and Southern
branches.
Across the Tarim basin and the Taklimakan desert.
Over Tibet: south to India
Across the Pamir to Sogdiana, Parthia, the Persian Empire.
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Samarkand (The Sherdor Madrasa)
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Markets
Samarkand: the great market place.
Sogdians and Parthians met the Chinese traders.
Goods traveling onwards.
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